Thank you for buying an OM-40 Series data logger. With proper care it will give you years of accurate and reliable measurements.

This manual covers the OM-40 Series of products. All members share a common feature set and store 7944 time-stamped measurements. The measurements available on each model are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Temp</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>External Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp</td>
<td>OM-41</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp/External</td>
<td>OM-42</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH/Temp</td>
<td>OM-43</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH/Temp/2x External</td>
<td>OM-44</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Common Specifications**

Operating range (logger): -20°C to +70°C (4°F to +158°F), 0 - 95% RH non-condensing

Time accuracy: approx. ±1 minute per week (±100 ppm at +20°C or +68°F), full dependance shown in Plot A

Measurement capacity: 7944 measurements total, stored in non-volatile memory

Size: 2.4" x 1.9" x 0.8"

Weight: approximately 1 oz.

Battery: CR-2032 (lithium) user-replaceable

Battery life (continuous use): 1 year

Storage temperature: -40°C to +75°C (-40°F to +167°F)

**Measurement Specifications**

**Temperature** - Each OM-40 Series logger has an internal temperature sensor on a 4 inch wire which is mounted on the circuit board inside the snap lid case. Typically, the sensor is left inside the case and measures ambient air temperature over the operating range of the logger; -20°C to +70°C (-4°F to +158°F) with a response time of about 15 minutes in still air typical to 90%. The internal sensor can be placed outside the case when a shorter response time is needed (less than 1 minute in air and about 2 seconds in water typical to 90%). The temperature sensor is capable of measuring temperature from -40°C to +120°C (-40°F to +248°F) when extended from the case (see “Using the Sensor Outside the Box” for more information). The temperature resolution and accuracy are shown in Plot B. This error includes the measurement uncertainty due to the sensor resolution.
Relative Humidity - The user-replaceable relative humidity sensor is temperature compensated, and the logger’s relative humidity accuracy is ±5% over the entire +5°C to +50°C (+41°F to +122°F) operating range of the sensor when used with OmegaSoft 3.7.3. NOTE: Accuracy specifications reflect improvements made to OmegaSoft 3.7.3. Earlier software versions provide ±5% accuracy except in elevated humidity environments (60% to 95% non-condensing and non-fogging) where accuracy is ±10%. Upgrading to OmegaSoft 3.7.3 or later version will bring all current and old data file accuracy to ±5% for the full operating range. The relative humidity sensor’s operating RH range is 25% to 95% at +25°C (+77°F) for logging intervals of 10 seconds or longer. Full dependance shown in Plot C. RH sensor drift is < 1% per year. NOTE: The RH sensor will be damaged by condensation. It must not be exposed to fog, mist or other condensing conditions.

4-20 mA Input Cable - This cable (part number OM-40-C-I) measures currents from 0 to 20.1 mA. The accuracy is ±1% of full scale. The 4-20 mA cable must be connected such that the current flows through, and with the proper polarity, as shown in Diagram A. Do not expose to current above 20 mA or negative current. Do not cut off the end of the gray cable where it connects to the blue and yellow wires as that contains the precision resistor required for current measurement.

External Input for Sensors with Voltage Output - The external port can alternatively accommodate a voltage input cable (part number OM-40-C-V) which allows a single voltage input to be recorded. This input reads 0 to 2.5 DC volts, with a ±0.1 µA maximum leakage between measurements and a ±0.4 µA during sensor measurements (5.4 ms each). The accuracy is ±10 mV ±1% of reading. Input impedance is 10kΩ. The input line should not be exposed to signals below 0 volts or above 2.5 volts. The external sensor’s zero volt input is not the same as the serial port’s ground connection. Connecting the zero volt connection to ground may damage the logger.

Switched 2.5 V Output - This signal can be used to power a sensor directly (like the external temperature sensor) or it can be used to trigger an external circuit. External sensors should draw no more than 2 mA when powered. The switched 2.5 V output blinks on for about 5.4 ms every time a measurement is made of any channel. A logger with four channels enabled will cause four blinks after each measurement interval expires. The external channels are the last of the blinks whether one, two, three or four channels are enabled. The four enabled channels example is shown in Diagram B.

Details of the blink - The input is sampled at a specific point in each blink in Diagram C. The start of the sample window is 2.3 mS after the beginning of the blink, and end 2.4 mS later.
Connecting the Communications Cable and Launching

A Starter Kit, which includes a PC interface cable and software, is required to operate your logger. Connect the interface cable into the 3.5 mm jack on the logger and into a working serial port of your computer. Install and start the logger's software. Select Launch under Logger on the menu bar and a launch dialog box will be provided. For a complete explanation on installing the software and launching your logger, please refer to the software manual.

Operation Indicator

The data loggers have a red LED that blinks while they are logging. The LED blinks brightly at every measurement, and weakly every two seconds if the interval between measurements is longer than two seconds. The blinking LED is most visible when viewed straight on, as shown in Diagram D.

Mounting Options

Included with your data logger are three options for mounting it on location: a magnet, hook and loop tape, and double-sided tape. These can be stuck on the back of your data logger. When using the magnet, note that it works best on flat surfaces.

Readout

Reconnect the data logger to the PC interface cable, start the logger software, select Readout under Logger on the menu bar and the data will be displayed in a graphical or tabular form. For a complete explanation on reading out your logger, please refer to the software manual.

Using the Sensor Outside the Box

In normal operation, the logger's internal temperature sensor should be left inside the case. To use the sensor outside the case, open the snap-lid case as shown in Diagram E and remove the circuit board. Unwind the four inch sensor wire from the circuit board and place the board back into the case. When closing the case, make sure the sensor is aligned in the small notch in the case as shown in Diagram F and press the snap-lid closed. Be careful, the sensor is fragile and easily damaged! When using the sensor outside the box, the logger must still be kept within its operating range of -20°C to +70°C (-4°F to +158°F).

Keep it Dry

Your Omega data logger is meant for indoor use only and can be permanently damaged by corrosion if it gets wet. Protect it from water or condensation, which will damage the RH sensor. If the sensor does get wet it will need to be replaced (part number OM-40-HUM).

Changing the Battery

We recommend changing the battery when its level is less than 30% (battery level is displayed on the host computer during Launch or Readout). Data stored in the logger will not be lost when removing the battery. To change the battery, open the case, lift the circuit board and remove the battery by carefully pushing it out with a small screwdriver or other small, blunt instrument. Be sure to install the battery with the printed side away from the logger’s circuit board as shown in Diagram G. The logger's red LED will blink a number of times after the battery has been installed. If you will not be using the logger right away, bring the logger to the launch window of OmegaSoft and select cancel or you can offload the data. This action puts the logger into its low power state to conserve your battery power. Note: Do not cut open, incinerate, heat above +85°C (+185°F) or recharge lithium battery. Dispose per local regulations.
WARRANTY/DISCLAIMER

OMEGA ENGINEERING, INC. warrants this unit to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 13 months from date of purchase. OMEGA's Warranty adds an additional one (1) month grace period to the normal one (1) year product warranty to cover handling and shipping time. This ensures that OMEGA's customers receive maximum coverage on each product.

If the unit malfunctions, it must be returned to the factory for evaluation. OMEGA's Customer Service Department will issue an Authorized Return (AR) number immediately upon phone or written request. Upon examination by OMEGA, if the unit is found to be defective, it will be repaired or replaced at no charge. OMEGA's WARRANTY does not apply to defects resulting from any action of the purchaser, including but not limited to mishandling, improper interfacing, operation outside of design limits, improper repair, or unauthorized modification. This WARRANTY is VOID if the unit shows evidence of having been tampered with or shows evidence of having been damaged as a result of excessive corrosion; or current, heat, moisture or vibration; improper specification; misapplication; misuse or other operating conditions outside of OMEGA's control. Components which wear are not warranted, including but not limited to contact points, fuses, and triacs.

OMEGA is pleased to offer suggestions on the use of its various products. However, OMEGA neither assumes responsibility for any omissions or errors nor assumes liability for any damages that result from the use of its products in accordance with information provided by OMEGA, either verbal or written. OMEGA warrants only that the parts manufactured by it will be as specified and free of defects. OMEGA MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EXCEPT THAT OF TITLE, AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: The remedies of purchaser set forth herein are exclusive, and the total liability of OMEGA with respect to this order, whether based on contract, warranty, negligence, indemnification, strict liability or otherwise, shall not exceed the purchase price of the component upon which liability is based. In no event shall OMEGA be liable for consequential, incidental or special damages.

CONDITIONS: Equipment sold by OMEGA is not intended to be used, nor shall it be used: (1) as a "Basic Component" under 10 CFR 21 (NRC), used in or with any nuclear installation or activity; or (2) in medical applications or used on humans. Should any Product(s) be used in or with any nuclear installation or activity, medical application, used on humans, or misused in any way, OMEGA assumes no responsibility as set forth in our basic WARRANTY/DISCLAIMER language, and, additionally, purchaser will indemnify OMEGA and hold OMEGA harmless from any liability or damage whatsoever arising out of the use of the Product(s) in such a manner.

RETURN REQUESTS/AQIURIES

Direct all warranty and repair requests/inquiries to the OMEGA Customer Service Department. BEFORE RETURNING ANY PRODUCT(S) TO OMEGA, PURCHASER MUST OBTAIN AN AUTHORIZED RETURN (AR) NUMBER FROM OMEGA'S CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT (IN ORDER TO AVOID PROCESSING DELAYS). The assigned AR number should then be marked on the outside of the return package and on any correspondence. The purchaser is responsible for shipping charges, freight, insurance and proper packaging to prevent breakage in transit.

FOR WARRANTY RETURNS, please have the following information available BEFORE contacting OMEGA:

1. Purchase Order number under which the product was PURCHASED,
2. Model and serial number of the product under warranty,
3. Repair instructions and/or specific problems relative to the product.

FOR NON-WARRANTY REPAIRS, consult OMEGA for current repair charges. Have the following information available BEFORE contacting OMEGA:

1. Purchase Order number to cover the COST of the repair,
2. Model and serial number of the product,
3. Repair instructions and/or specific problems relative to the product.

OMEGA's policy is to make running changes, not model changes, whenever an improvement is possible. This affects our customers the latest in technology and engineering.

OMEGA is a registered trademark of OMEGA ENGINEERING, INC.
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